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Little Pond Publishing, United States, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Fish Tails is a humorous love story set amongst rivers and
streams, lakes and lagoons and the big, beautiful oceans that surround us here in America. The tale
takes you through fifty years of the author s addiction to fishing; from the early days of freshwater
bassin to stalking marlin in both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The book chronologically
introduces you to the author s early fishing mentor and their times together, and moves on to other
friends and family members who have shared in his lifelong journey. It shows how Bradbury not
only fell in love with fishing, but how he also developed a love of the outdoors, and a deep respect
for conserving our natural resources for the generations that follow. But most of all, it s a great
collection of funny stories that the author has chosen to share with us. You ll be hard-pressed not to
crack a smile, or even chuckle out loud, at some of the crazy adventures he s had the good fortune
to participate in over the years. Everybody s got...
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Reviews
This ebook will be worth buying. It usually fails to charge too much. You will not sense monotony at at any time of your time (that's what catalogs are for
regarding when you check with me).
-- Retha Fr a mi V
This book is definitely not e ortless to start on reading through but extremely fun to learn. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this
one. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Aliya Fr a necki
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